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There are a few facets to this chapter on VFX in editing.

One of them is the imagination required to edit with VFX. Early in the process, the 
editor often doesn’t have the visual cues from the motion within the frame that helps 

determine pacing or that gives a clue as to what the next shot should be.

Another is about deliverables. Working with VFX means that the editor—through his or her 
assistants—must deal with “turnovers” to the VFX department. This requires detailed 
organizational skills to ensure that the latest version of an effect that has come from VFX is 
correctly placed and timed back into the cut and that previous versions of the cut and the VFX 
are tracked properly. It also requires sending the correct timing and back-plates and foreground 
elements to the VFX department and chronicling the notes passed between the director, editorial 
department and VFX. All of that must be tracked all the way through DI, and a proper color 
workflow has to be followed.

Another aspect is pre-viz and post-viz 
(pre-visualization and post-visualization). 
Editors must work with the effects 
generated before the “real” effects work 
and track and collaborate with the team 
that is creating these temporary effects. If 
the director or the editor needs something 
special in the edit, the pre-viz and post-viz 
teams are the collaborators who deliver 
the material that makes the edit work and 
tells the story to the audience until the 
final VFX are completed.

CHAPTER 2
VISUAL EFFECTS

Pre-viz: This is done before shooting and 
often starts with creating animatics from 
storyboards. Sometimes, with more com-
plex special-effects types of movies, pre-
viz is much more complicated and involves 
full 3D animation and motion capture. It  
is critical in acting as a guide for the shoot-
ing of additional elements of the pre- 
visualized scenes, but also as a guide for 
the final VFX teams. The elements from 
pre-viz are provided to the editorial team 
to use as “stand-ins” for the final VFX.
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An additional aspect is how much of this 
pre-viz and post-viz work falls to the 
editorial team themselves. Sometimes 
effects are created inside of the NLE (non-
linear editing system). This is one of the 
strengths of Premiere, for example. 
Editors are called to be jacks-of-all-trades, 
and they composite and animate materials 
inside the NLE so that the story can be 
properly visualized before the real VFX 
come in.

Hullfish: Kirk, was there a lot of After 
Effects work in Gone Girl?

Kirk Baxter, Gone Girl: Always with David. 
Even if it’s just stabilizing. He stabilizes 
almost every shot. Not really computer stabilizing, but by hand, pinning where you want it to 
move and stop and reframe. He throws bluescreen everywhere you see, out of every window. 
So there’s enhancement of everything, even if it’s not just strictly an effects shot.

Hullfish: Alan, tell me about the extreme amount of VFX that make up Mockingjay. How do 
you cope with that while you’re editing early on? Do you have to use your imagination? Or do 
you have pretty solid pre-viz or post-viz while you’re cutting?

Alan Bell, The Hunger Games: Mockingjay: We have solid pre-viz versions as we’re cutting, 
which we utilize when we can. For the most part, because this is a world-building exercise, we 
just let the green screen be green screen. It’s not like Mark and I  are going to be matte 
painters and stick a bunch of stuff back there. It always looks bad. If it doesn’t look great, then 
it just takes you out of the movie. And all the character animation, we had live actors 
performing the characters, so that was pretty easy to cut, because even though they may not 
have looked like lizards, they behaved like lizards, so you could cut the action scene that way. 
I would say the hardest thing was probably the oil sequence, and Mark can talk about that 
because he and Jennifer cut most of that sequence. That was hard because there was no oil.

Mark Yoshikawa, The Hunger Games: Mockingjay: That sequence and the attack on the 
capitol with Gale and Katniss. There was a lot of just green screen or nothing back there in the 
case of the oil sequence. There was pre-viz that was very laid out, but it was a matter of timing, 
and Francis had this idea of how the oil would be flowing and the viscosity and the speed and 
all of that, then it was a matter of doing temp wire-frame versions to get a quick motion test. 
Then it was worked out from there. It was tricky because you had to use your imagination.

Hullfish: I’ve done animation editing, and you’re editing with just storyboards, so you have to 
use your imagination about what the motion will be while you’re looking at a still storyboard 

Post-viz: Sometimes these post-visualized 
scenes are created by the actual teams 
doing the final VFX work. Sometimes it  
is a special team dedicated to using back-
plates and foreground elements actually 
shot during production to generate tem-
porary VFX that can be used by editorial 
until the final VFX shots are completed.

Animatics: using storyboards or crude 
drawings to create roughly animated seq- 
uences that help visualize a sequence in 
time; similar to a “moving storyboard.”
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drawing to come up with the timing for the cut. So I was thinking about that same thing with 
the oil scenes you’re describing. How do you know when to cut if so much of the motion in a 
scene isn’t really there?

Mark Yoshikawa: That scene specifically, because the oil is supposed to be right on their 
heels in order to enhance the danger, of course, you want it as threatening and as close as 
possible. The timing and the geography are also important. You can’t get confused with 
screen direction and all of that, because as soon as that happens, you’re lost.

Alan Bell: And we played around with the timing of the oil right up to the very, very last final. 
It was constantly a question of, “When is it running after them? Where is it supposed to be? 
When does it drain? How fast does it drain?” Even though we’d locked the sequence, you’re 
still playing with things as the effects are coming in and giving notes to the effects department, 
“Hey, this is happening too fast or this is not happening fast enough or the splashes are too 
big, or they’re too small.”

Hullfish: Cheryl, on The Martian what kinds of placeholders did you use for extensive special 
effects? Was that one person’s job?

Cheryl Potter, The Martian: Yes. Richard Ketteridge, our visual effects editor, did a lot of 
comping for us, but they also had live on-set comps as well. Also, before they rolled camera, 
there were certain sequences that they’d singled out that they decided they wanted to pre-
viz, so that opening sequence with the accident, we had that all pre-vized. A lot of that is very 
helpful to them so that they can do the visual effects. What are we going to see? What’s going 
to be behind this green screen? But at the same time, it’s also helpful to us because we can 
see what the intention was and if it’s a shot that’s a fully CG’d shot, like some of the shots of 
the MAV, where it’s tilting or taking off or some of the things that it does, we had those pre-viz 
shots to cut with and we could put them in the cut, and sometimes, they were in for some 
preview screenings, because we didn’t have the real shot yet. But we had something that told 
the story. It would go in from the earliest point. You might have pre-viz. You might have post-
viz. Or, you’ve got whatever Richard Ketteridge could come up with. So most of the time if 
they weren’t able to give us a temp, Richard could mock something up, and a lot of the early 
green screen sequences he just went through and did Avid temps where he would use a 
SpectraMatte green screen key, place the background and track it, and do the best that he 
could with the tools in the Avid, and then at least when we were watching it, we weren’t going 
green, green, green, but there’s something back there, and it doesn’t pull you out of the 
scene when you’re watching it.

Hullfish: Interesting, that’s kind of the opposite of what Alan Bell was saying. Maybe it 
depends on how good your temp effect is. How was stuff handed off to the VFX houses?

Cheryl Potter: Visual effects was on before we turned camera. (Translation: The visual effects 
department was already working before they started shooting.) They had set target dates. Those 
targets changed when we switched to the accelerated schedule. There was a plan from the 
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beginning, and we knew when we needed to turn over shots and where. We had three visual 
effects houses, and they were handling the three different locations, so Framestore was doing 
space. Mars was MPC and The Senate were doing Earth. So based on knowing that, for our first 
targeted turnover we wanted to turn over an equal number of shots to each house, so all of the 
different vendors were going to have enough to do, but also you wanted to turn over enough 
cherry-picked shots so that they would do one shot for a particular sequence, and that way you 
could work up the R&D on the look you wanted for this one shot and then later on when you’d 
turn over all the rest, you had the framework to work with. So the visual effects turnover was 
handled very well, and they had a plan from the beginning. And they were constantly re-assessing 
that plan. Richard would go to Pietro and say, “This is what we’d like to turn over,” and Pietro 
would look over the list and say, “I’m happy with these, but I’m still working on this scene, and it’s 
definitely going to change, so I’d rather not turn these shots over, right now, but I’ll swap you. I’m 
feeling good about this scene. How about I give you these?” So it was never a case of “You can’t 
have it;” it was more of a negotiation of which shots Pietro was most confident wouldn’t change.

We used Fluent Images not just for doing dailies, but also for our visual effects turnovers, so 
actually they pulled the correct foregrounds and plates and elements. What we requested 
was handled by Richard and his assistants. If a shot was being turned over, he was also telling 
the visual effects houses what other elements there were for reference and what other 
elements were available. If it was anything to do with an actor’s performance, he’d run it past 
Pietro. But if it was just stuff like backgrounds and plates and tiles, then he’d just pull himself 
and make sure they got to the correct artist. Sometimes the visual effects supervisor would be 
making those choices. So Ketteridge would go through stuff with Richard Stammers, or 
Stammers would work with one of the other visual effects assistants to pick out the various 
bits and pieces. So Pietro would choose the most creative parts, but if there were anything 
that was needed in addition to that, Richard would do that.

Then when the shot was submitted back to us, Richard (Stammers) would run the submission 
past the visual effects supervisor for review, and if there were any that weren’t a good 
representation of how he wanted the shot to go, he wouldn’t even put them in the sequence. 
They’d be kicked back.

Once the shots were approved, they’d be cut into the sequence, then myself or whoever was 
available would play through the shots with Ridley in context, and Stammers and a couple of 
coordinators would be there to take notes, and they’d look at the new shots and see whether 
there were any notes for them and 9 times out of 10, probably more than that actually, those 
shots would stay in the cut. Usually, Richard would cut them in on an upper layer so that even 
if Pietro just opened a reel and we hadn’t had time to do a review, he would get to see it in 
passing if he went to that part of the scene. It would sit on a very high layer so he’d know, 
“This is new and you haven’t seen it yet.”

Hullfish: Joe, on Sicario do the effects shots require any imagination from the editor? Or are 
you getting comps pretty quickly - special effects temps?
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Joe Walker, Sicario: My secret weapon is my assistant, Javier Marcheselli. There’s a nice 
balance between us: he’s a whiz kid with VFX, and I tend to handle the sound. For the kind of 
film “Sicario” was, it was a small crew. Teams of people joined us in the later stages for sound 
and VFX, but when we were designing those ideas and new shots, it was just Javier and Denis 
and me. We could get gripped by an idea, I’d do a quick “garbage matte” as we call it and 
then Javier would take over and finesse it in After Effects or Nuke. For example, the drone 
shots in the final night vision scene, they were all generated in the cutting room, they weren’t 
planned. We took helicopter shots from another sequence and adapted them. And at one 
point, we wanted a satellite shot of Fausto’s house so Javier grabbed an image from Google 
Earth, floating over the location and animating little dots where Alejandro and his victims 
would be. We always wanted to have those drones following: that high vantage point. It 
helped with the geography of that night-vision sequence and added another layer to all the 
military hardware.

Hullfish: Mark, Gravity had a very long opening shot (17 minutes) and several other shots that 
were quite lengthy. With so many long takes, did you plan specific visual elements in frame 
or camera moves to help develop a sense of rhythm and timing internal to the take itself? 
Were there specific things you requested from VFX in those long takes that you thought 
would help develop rhythms . . . like light flares or objects floating through at specific times?

Mark Sanger, Gravity: There was certainly care taken in using the physical surroundings, but 
it was less to do with objects and more to do with light as a tool to drive the pace of the story. 
The sun rising and the characters’ progress from right to left as the light constantly moves 
around them is all subliminally driving the notion that our villain—the debris—is on its cyclical 
journey back to threaten them.

Hullfish: Mary Jo, what are the challenges of editing with as much visual effects as you dealt 
with on Star Wars: The Force Awakens? Determining the pace of a scene from shot to shot is 
so often based on the action and the movement within the scene, but with VFX you don’t see 
a lot of that action. So how do you determine pacing?

Mary Jo Markey, Star Wars: The Force Awakens: Imagination. Plus the scenes get recut and 
refined as the shots come in. You’ll realize, “Oh, we need to be longer there because the shot 
is so cool.” And other times we realize we don’t need as much real estate as we had allowed 
for that moment. It’s a constant recut and refine as visual effects come in. But we really start 
with the core material, which is the footage that JJ shoots with the actors. That’s the start of 
the official effects sequence. Everything kind of grows out of that, which is one of the things 
that keeps our effects sequences or our big set pieces feeling personal.

Maryanne Brandon, Star Wars: The Force Awakens: I would totally agree with that. Like in 
the Falcon chase—the pacing of their banter back and forth, even though they’re not even in 
the same part of the ship, definitely affects how and what you want to see. We also have a 
very close relationship with ILM and Roger Guyett, who’s our effects supervisor, and Marty 
Cloner, who’s our effects editor, and we will say, “We think this will happen here. Can you 
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mock something up for us? Can you give us a post-viz of this shot?” And they’ll do it based 
on what we’ve asked them to do or what JJ’s asked them to do. Usually, there’re a bunch of 
plates because JJ likes to keep it very real, so we’ll use a plate that says, “This is a desert, and 
they’re going to go from here to here,” and we’ll put a card over the plate. But it’s definitely 
driven by the live action.

Mary Jo Markey: I  do think that JJ is a master of that: of keeping the big sequences 
grounded in the emotion and psychology and intent of the characters. For him, and for us 
too, it’s not worth anything if it’s not rooted in something that you care about . . . somebody 
that you’re hoping is going to be OK . . . someone that you want to succeed at that moment. 
It’s a tremendous strong suit of his.

Hullfish: Dan, Let’s talk about the difficulties of cutting some of these scenes that are so 
visually effects heavy: how are you determining when to cut?

Dan Hanley, In the Heart of the Sea: We had this issue with Rush also. A lot of it is imagination. 
A  lot of that is pre-viz, so that leaves less to your imagination. And then you’re making 
adjustments as shots come in. A lot of it is, for example, with the whale stuff, you kind of went, 
“I’ll have to adjust that shot when I see what the whale’s doing. I may have to trim.” But we 
knew the whale was being added to live action stuff, so the VFX guys were tied to what we 
were doing with live action, so it was a little bit of a give and take with that. With the squall, 
the same kind of thing. The boat’s moving around, and I’ve got actors delivering lines, to me 
the choices were based on what was the best performance, what was the best composition 
to show that action, and then sometimes thinking, “Wouldn’t this be better if I went back to 
a higher, wider shot to really show the scope of the squall and then punch back into it?” 
A combination of imagination and adapting as you start seeing shots come in from VFX. It has 
to be laid out pretty succinctly with pre-viz prior to going into shooting. I’ll cut storyboards 
and pre-viz together. I’ll plug them in as I’m waiting for shots.

Hullfish: There are those scenes aren’t there? Talk to me about visual effects. I’ve spoken to 
some people with polar opposite ideas. Pietro Scalia on The Martian works with all his green 
screen comped together roughly so there’s some kind of background. And I think it was Alan 
Bell on Mockingjay that prefers to edit with just the pure green screen with no background 
plate because he feels that it keeps him “in the story” better than a poorly done temporary 
composite. When you’re dealing with so much VFX, how do you deal with pacing? Do you 
rely on your imagination or what?

Mike Hill, In the Heart of the Sea: I don’t mind cutting with green screen. It doesn’t bother 
me. I  do use my imagination basically. Our assistants will composite it once the scene is 
edited to make it more viewable when we show it to Ron or to anyone.

Julian Clarke, Deadpool: It’s another one of those “Every film is different” situations. In a 
movie like District 9, it was incredibly difficult because with the major set piece, we just had 
empty plates. We had no pre-viz. We had no post-viz. We just didn’t have the time or money 
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for it. And so it was really this guessing game where you would trace around a turntable of 
the model and slap it in as a scale reference and then imagine how long it would take to do 
something and then cross your fingers that the 50 grand or whatever they’re going to spend 
on this shot would be money well-spent. It helped a great deal that Neill Blomkamp had once 
been a VFX artist, as he could really look at these quite empty shots and imagine how it was 
going to work. On the flip-side, on Deadpool, Tim owns a VFX studio, and the studio did a 
ton of pre-viz work long before it got to camera, and this is something that his company 
specializes in doing, and Tim has a lot of experience with it, so we had a bit of a blueprint for 
some of Deadpool’s more VFX-heavy sequences. Then in the case of Colossus, we had a 
human performer in there in half the takes so you had a performance or a scale reference that 
wasn’t pre-viz or post-viz, so there was less need for Jedi-instincts involved in editing the VFX.

David Brenner, Batman v Superman: With every movie I work, pre-viz is getting better and 
better. DJ Desjardins, Zack’s longtime VFX Designer, works with the pre-viz artists, having 
analyzed Zack’s storyboards, maybe the stunt viz, and having many discussions with Zack. 
Then Zack will come in and give the artists notes with DJ. Often, I’ll have a look at it, make 
some editorial suggestions, and finally, they’ll shoot the scene. Now, sometimes, during 
shooting, something may change for practical reasons, and I find they have veered from the 
pre-viz. Then I have to adjust how I cut the sequence. I use the dailies and keep the pre-viz 
on a hidden track. The order may veer from the pre-viz. We can always go back and compare. 
I’ll only use the pre-viz on an upper track if it’s an all CG shot. And if pre-viz doesn’t exist for 
an all-CG shot, I may digitize the storyboards and cut that in, or even make a black title card. 
Then the post-viz team will make something for us to work with.

Jan Kovac, Whiskey Tango Foxtrot: My VFX stuff didn’t require that much imagination. A lot 
of the VFX were just green screen TV coverage comps. A lot of split screens, re-speeds, stuff 
like that. So if I have time, I do that. If not, I have my assistants do it. The bigger stuff we temp 
in Final Cut, and some of that actually made it into the final due to us working in the 
O-negative resolution. There is, for example, a shot of a person talking on Skype, but it’s not 
straight up, so you add the user interface and then Tina’s face in as a reflection. So things like 
that we’re creating in Final Cut, and it has to look great. It can’t take you out of the story.

Hullfish: Margaret, Mad Max would seem to have been a very effects heavy show . . . 

Margaret Sixel, Mad Max: Fury Road: Most of the elements for Fury Road were shot for real, 
so it wasn’t that hard to visualize. And we had a post-viz team doing very good comps for us 
while we were editing. But it’s still important to know what visual effects can do; otherwise, 
editors are rejecting material for the wrong reason. Most of the VFX work was subtle, but we 
did manipulate the footage a great deal, smoothing out the whole experience. We added 
dust, changed skies, comped in missing vehicles, changed backgrounds, split the screen to 
use different performances, to name but a few. I was fortunate to have worked on Babe 2 and 
Happy Feet so it’s part of my thinking. Animation and live action are two very different beasts, 
but one informs the other. The Toxic Storm was the big CG sequence, and that had been 
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carefully pre-viz. But you still do have to be mindful of what the eventual shot is going to be 
as there can be the temptation to cut too brutally and once a completed shot is delivered you 
have regrets.

Hullfish: Mark, of all of these movies that are very effects-heavy, yours is actually probably the 
most effects heavy, since there’s only one real character and even he has to be green screened 
in to everything. It seems like you must have had to imagine a lot of stuff, because when you’re 
editing, a lot of it has to do with “I’m going to cut at this exact moment because someone does 
a look or does a move,” but you don’t have those moments unless they’re in your imagination.

Mark Livolsi, The Jungle Book: That’s right. It’s true. I think if you ask me what the biggest 
challenges of this movie were, it was just that sort of thing. In live action, you have the 
material in front of you, and the manipulation of the material is binary in a way. It is what it is, 
and you just manipulate it to its best advantage. If an actor throws in an amazing look, you 
use it. On Jungle Book we had to slot in blank chess-piece close-ups that had no facial 
expressions on them and where I  assumed, imagined or hoped there would be a great 
reaction. Everything was a leap of faith.

Hullfish: Andrew, a lot of your universe for Alice was also “imaginary,” right?

Andrew Weisblum, Alice Through the 
Looking Glass: Similar to what Mark was 
just saying, it’s similar to cutting animation. 
We would record a lot of dialogue before 
the shoot and then record more after in 
countless sessions. The actual dialogue 
that is going on in some of these scenes 
kept on changing over and over again 
with jokes and things, so we would work 
with sound-a-likes constantly to re-record 
and update, but for everything else we were relying on a post-viz process that was very 
extensive. I worked with Tefft Smith and Halon closely, who ran a pretty big team for us so that 
we had a full post-viz of the movie by the time we showed it to the studio for the first time. 
Mostly that was for geography and backgrounds and sorting out the spatial relationships in a 
scene so you understood what was happening. A  lot of the movie is Alice running and 
watching things so it helped when they were there in the frame (Laughs). In terms of the other 
characters, especially the animated ones, we had two storyboard artists who would draw still 
panels for us of poses representing their behavior and actions. I would use it as an alpha layer 
in the cut to place where they would be in the frame for basic eyelines, blocking and what CG 
shots I needed. That became a very elaborate blueprint for ImageWorks later on. We would 
sit down and have meetings with them about the post-viz sequences whenever possible. It 
would go to layout first, which is basically a modification of what we had figured out spatially 
in post-viz.

Eyelines: The imaginary line between the 
eyes of two characters in different shots that 
makes it seem like they are looking at each 
other. This subliminal geography is critical 
to making a cut work so two characters 
appear to be interacting. The eyeline 
informs the audience about who is talking 
to whom.
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Hullfish: But in 3D space?

Andrew Weisblum: Yes, it was in 3D space. The post-viz was in 3D space as well. Sometimes 
they shared a set from production to work with and sometimes they made one up, depending 
on how fluid the situation was. We would go through the scene, and ImageWorks would 
come back to us with any issues they had about the set or the modification they needed to 
make to the environment to help us with issues, making the scale more accurate and spatial 
relationships more correct than we were doing in rough form. From there we would go into 
blocking and animation based on where the characters were. A lot of new ideas would come 
out with Troy, our supervising animator. Then we would approve that process, and then there 
was a lot of rendering, lighting and comping after that.

Hullfish: I’m assuming that you guys were pretty much locked into an edit. Was your first 
assembly that much longer than the final movie?

Andrew Weisblum: Oh, if that were only the case . . . The one benefit of this timeframe is that 
the vendors have more time to do it correctly and polish it and make it correct. The other side 
of the coin is there’s more opportunity to explore options. We had to push to be responsible 
and conservative about those changes when permissible, but as ever with movies on this 
scale, it’s an on-going conversation. So we are trying to make it better and better, and each 
time we screen it, something is informed by adding new visual effects and you want to 
change something else. It was always a moving target and always trying to keep a dialogue 
open with ImageWorks as to what was safe to work with and what we were re-examining. 
That’s not abnormal in this process. You should be informed by the thing as it matures. You 
shouldn’t just assume that it’s going to slide in.

Hullfish: Jeff, obviously the Marvel universe requires a lot of effects work, so are you using 
your imagination on this too?

Jeffrey Ford, Captain America: Civil War: Actually the effects are all heavily pre-visualized, 
which means there’re complete animations for every shot and every movement and every action 
and every gag. It’s been animated so we know generally where the camera needs to be, where 
we’re shooting. In addition to being a proof-of-concept for the producers and directors, we also 
have to be sure we understand the entire script from beginning to end so we’re not wasting 
resources and that they can be divided up between units and cameras. Once that’s pre-
visualized, that gives everybody marching orders about what to do. That also tells us how much 
of the set needs to be built, and it really gives us a map. As we shoot the sequence, we’re 
referencing the pre-viz and I cut together the material we’ve shot, or sometimes we just use the 
pre-viz because it’s a completely CG shot. If it’s not completely CG, I cut it as best as we can, and 
we’ve got this really brilliant artist named Gerardo Ramirez at Third Floor. He will take the plates 
and apply the CG imagery to our plates to make it like the shot in the pre-viz and we use that to 
cut with until the real visual effects vendor delivers the final. So basically we’re building the shots 
from the ground up from the first day, and we’re building the sequence as we go along.
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Hullfish: Steven, there’s a challenge to dealing with the amount of VFX in Star Trek Beyond 
right? What are the challenges on working on something so heavy on effects?

Steven Sprung, Star Trek Beyond: Sometimes you don’t have the opportunity to make major 
changes after the visual effects come in. For example, I was cutting scenes between Kirk and 
Commodore Paris, which were shot entirely against green screen, and for various reasons it 
was more distracting to have temp backgrounds. So I had to lock those scenes before I was 
able to see any composites and take my best shot at how it would feel.

Hullfish: Do you find yourself using your imagination, like, “Okay, I’m sure this ship was 
gonna cross and by the time it gets through the frame here, that’s when I’ll make the edit, 
even though I don’t have a ship there yet,” or is the pre-viz pretty good?

Dylan Highsmith, Star Trek Beyond: We have an amazing pre-viz team, led by Alex Vegh, 
who does pre-viz and post-viz; he works very closely with Justin and with us.

Kelly Matsumoto, Star Trek Beyond: Alex has been with Justin for at least 10 years.

Dylan Highsmith: He’s phenomenal. He really has a shorthand with Justin’s aesthetic and that 
is crucial to dial in as much as possible, as quickly as possible. With the budget and schedule, 
we only had so much time to pre-viz each scene, so you kind of have to pick, “Okay, we’re 
gonna focus more on dialing this scene in, and we’re gonna leave this scene more to the 
vendor, knowing it’s gonna come in late.”

Hullfish: There are editors that like to cut green screen with just a green screen and people 
that feel like they have to put something back there, even if you just key it in the Avid.

Kelly Matsumoto: We mainly key it if we can, so you’re not taken out of a scene as you watch 
it. It gives a better feel for how the scene will play without the distraction.

Steven Sprung: Yeah, I would’ve liked to have been able to key that Kirk/Paris scene.

Dylan Highsmith: That specific scene, though, there was a lot of interactive light, color-wise, 
it’s just really difficult to pull a key. Usually, we just want to get everything off green as soon as 
we can. We had Alex running post-viz too and a great in-house visual effects crew to knock 
those things out for temp.

Hullfish: Conrad, so many of the films you’ve worked on are effects heavy.

Conrad Buff, The Huntsman: Winter’s War: Particularly of late, yeah. I get typecast (Laughs). 
My personal preferences are the ones that were not that way (Laughs)! Training Day I liked, 
Thirteen Days, Antwone Fisher, more dramatic things, or thrillers.

Hullfish: With VFX stuff you’re trying to edit, but you have to do a lot of imagining.

Conrad Buff: I think based on your experience, you know how long a shot is supposed to be 
on, even what’s going to happen in the action. And if you are lucky enough to have a 
storyboard, we’ll plug that in as a placeholder. Or any kind of imagery that will help convey 
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timing. There was this fight sequence in The Huntsman with this creature with some pre-viz. 
What I was just going off were purely just instincts of a shot: a plate with no character and 
imagining him picking up a stick, stone, whatever, and how long does that stay on the screen. 
Ultimately you start to get either pencil tests or pre-viz. It’s a lot of imagination editorially 
speaking, just for timing. How to convey that to a producer is impossible, and studios can’t 
look at anything essentially unless it’s incredibly well finished.

Hullfish: Do you blame that on Avid? The fact that studios have to see something that is 
incredibly finished on nonlinear editing? Back in the film days, you couldn’t have delivered 
something incredibly finished to the studios.

Conrad Buff: The expectation is quite different these days than it used to be. You know 
things have to be all tracked and perfect as possible for them to appreciate what it will be. 
There seems to be a lack of imagination and an inability to pre-visualize things. It’s just the 
nature of how things evolved. Digital has contributed to that. They expect pretty polished 
results pretty quickly.

Hullfish: Brent, tell me about how difficult it is to edit VFX when you can’t see what’s 
happening around the character or where the stuff is going that’s coming out of his gun. 
When you’re editing something that is real, a lot of what informs when you cut is what 
happens within the frame, but with VFX, a lot of that information is missing.

Brent White, Ghostbusters: That’s the thing. You have to see it in your mind, and Paul does 
a lot of things practically, so even if there’s green screen, there’s a real guy playing the ghost, 
and there are real people interacting with each other. Then you turn it over to the VFX guys 
and hope for the best. But we also do a lot of early temps in the Avid. We’ll have some post-
viz, we’ll have some pre-viz stuff that I will use as a template for stuff I don’t “own” yet and 
intercut it. Then we’ll do these really cheesy, bad, terrible comps in the cutting room. My crew 
has really learned to do a lot of effects work, and they spend a lot of their day doing that, 
because once the dailies are done, they have more time so they turn their time and abilities 
to creating these temp effects and getting the movie set-up and cutting sound and pre-
mixing and adjusting stuff so that when we sit down and look at it, it’s all correct. That’s the 
other thing that’s really great about my crew is that they allow me to cut so that I don’t have 
to do a lot of that other stuff. You temp it out and you fake it and you take things from other 
places and you turn it over to the visual effects guys and say, “This is what we’d like to have 
happen” and eventually you get it back and you have to fine tune it. That’s how these things 
get to be really, really good. But that Times Square fight was a bone of contention. “It’s too 
expensive, we should just cut it out . . . ” but it’s really good—the girls going up against that 
horde of ghosts. Sure, it can come out, but it won’t have them working their way through all 
that bad stuff. That’s really good for each of the girls and each of their characters. So I’m glad 
it’s there, and I’m glad it turned out the way it did.
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